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Abstract
In this paper, a re0ned deterministic sampling strategy is presented. It allows to improve the
performance of deterministic sample-sort algorithms to the point that they can compete with their
randomized counterparts. The method is illustrated by a detailed analysis for the cases of sorting
on meshes and for sorting in external memory on a single processor machine. c© 2002 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In parallel and external-memory computation sample-sort is among the most impor-
tant methods, both in theory and in practice. The sample can be selected determinis-
tically or randomly. Mostly, the deterministic selection of a sample that o8ers some
accuracy is considerably more expensive than selecting a random sample with compa-
rable accuracy. Furthermore, it is mostly considerably larger. In this paper, we propose
and analyze a deterministic sampling strategy, that produces deterministic samples that
are as good (worst-case) as randomized samples (with high probability) at very low
cost. The strategy was developed for better sorting on meshes, and this example runs
as a red wire through the paper, but is completely general in itself.
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1.1. Problem and machine
Meshes. One of the most thoroughly investigated interconnection schemes for paral-
lel computation is the n× n mesh, in which n2 processing units, (PUs) are connected
by a two-dimensional grid of communication links. Its immediate generalizations are
d-dimensional n× · · ·× n meshes. While meshes have a large diameter in comparison
to the various hypercubic networks, they are nonetheless of great importance due
to their simple structure and eBcient layout. Numerous parallel machines with mesh
topologies have been built, and various algorithmic problems have been analyzed on
theoretical models of the mesh.
Routing and sorting. Routing and sorting are probably the two most extensively
studied algorithmic problems on 0xed-connection networks. In a routing problem, a
set of packets has to be redistributed in the network such that every packet ends up
at the PU speci0ed in its destination 0eld. On a mesh, the PUs can be identi0ed by
simply giving their coordinates. A routing problem in which each PU is the source and
destination of at most k packets is called a k–k routing problem.
In a sorting problem, instead of a destination address each packet contains a key
from a totally ordered set, and they have to be rearranged such that the packet of rank
i ends up in the memory position with index i with respect to some 0xed indexing of
the memory positions. In the k–k sorting problem each PU holds at most k packets.
Thus, in a routing problem the destinations of the packets are given as part of the
input, while in a sorting problem, the destinations have to be computed from the key
values. For an introduction on the problems of routing and sorting, and a survey of
basic results, we refer to Leighton’s book [19].
1.2. Earlier work and results
Routing and sorting. On d-dimensional n× · · ·× n meshes a lower bound of k · n=2
for k–k routing and k–k sorting is implied by the bisection width of the network.
Several algorithms running in max{2 ·d · n; k · n=2}+o(k · n) steps have been presented
[13,14,15,16,23]. Many of these algorithms are based on (rediscoveries of ) Leighton’s
column-sort idea [17]. For k¿4 · d, they match the lower-bound up to a lower order
term, which is usually called optimality. This ‘optimality’ is a doubtful notion if we
take into account that the lower order term typically is 10 ·k5=6 ·n2=3 or larger. It means
that only for fairly large input sizes these algorithms outperform more down-to-earth
algorithms with sub-optimal performance (see [23] for more details). In this paper
we consider randomized and deterministic “sample-sorting algorithms”. Our special
attention goes to the size of the ‘lower-order’ term. Implicitly we assume rather small
n and fairly large k as these reLect the practically important cases. Reasonable orders
of magnitude are 106nd6104 and 1036k6107.
On interconnection networks, for sorting small numbers of packets merge-sort al-
gorithms perform the best, for example the algorithm presented in [23]. For larger k
sample-sort algorithms perform better. A similar two-fold situation is reported to occur
in practice: Diekmann et al. [7] considered implementations of sorting algorithms on a
Parsytec GCel with up to 1024 PUs. They found that bitonic sort is the best if there
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are fewer than 1000 packets per PU, while sample sort is better for larger numbers of
packets. Similar observations were made for the Thinking Machines CM-2 (a hyper-
cubic network) in [2] and the Parsytec SC320 (a butterLy-like network) in [26].
Sample sort. The sample-sort idea goes back to Frazer and McKellar [8]. As a par-
allel sorting strategy, sample sort was developed by Reischuk [21]. It was applied to
sorting on networks in [20,12]. Most sorting algorithms on meshes implicitly or explic-
itly apply sample sort. That is, the mesh is divided into non-overlapping submeshes,
and then the algorithms proceed essentially as follows:
Algorithm. BASIC-SORT
1. Select a small subset of the packets as splitters. Broadcast the splitters to all sub-
meshes.
2. In every submesh, for every splitter determine how many packets are smaller.
3. In every submesh, determine the exact global ranks of the splitters by adding together
the locally computed numbers.
4. Estimate the ranks of the packets by comparison with the splitters.
5. Route the packets to their preliminary destinations.
6. Complete the sorting locally, exploiting the fact that the ranks of the splitters are
known.
If Step 5 consists of two phases, a (pseudo-) randomization and a greedy routing,
then the 0rst can be overlapped with Steps 1–3.
Splitters in Deterministic Algorithms. In recent deterministic algorithms [16,15,23],
the splitters have become obsolete and were omitted: if the packets are suitably re-
distributed (unshuOed), then the rank of a packet can be estimated by comparing its
value with the other packets in its submesh. Here we reintroduce splitters in determin-
istic sorting algorithms. By reducing their number to a minimum, applying a variant of
‘successive sampling’ (term used in [2], see Section 5 for a description of the method),
handling and comparing the packets with them is cheaper than before.
In the context of selection and ranking, comparable splitter selection methods have
been used before. Cole and Yap [6] give an algorithm for 0nding the median based
on successive sampling. For selection on a hypercube it has been applied by BerthomRe
et al. [3]; for selection on a PRAM by Chaudhuri et al. [4]; and for sorting in a BSP
context by Gerbessiotis and Valiant [9]. Our variant resembles most the application in
[3]. Application of successive sampling for meshes requires speci0c adaptation to the
features of the network. It appears that we are the 0rst to apply it for sorting.
Results. The most important contribution of this paper is a method rather than a
speci0c result. We present a schedule for deterministically selecting a set of high-
quality splitters at low cost: if a set of size M is selected out of N numbers, no two
of these elements lie more than O(log(N=M) · N=M) apart. During the construction,
the algorithm is repeatedly processing subsets whose size is bounded by O(M). This
makes the selection especially suitable for application on meshes and for applications
in which not all data 0t into the main memory (external memory computation).
On meshes things can be arranged such that the distances over which communica-
tion is performed repeatedly doubles, which implies that the cost for the whole splitter
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selection is dominated by that of the last round. Choosing the size of the splitter
set M right, this leads to a k–k sorting algorithm that requires as much communi-
cation as k–k routing plus O(k3=4 · n1=2) routing steps (the precise result is given in
Theorem 6).
For external memory sorting, a classical multiway merge algorithm reads and writes
all numbers twice if N¡S2=B, where N is the problem size, B the pages size and S the
size of the main memory. In order to e8ectively ammortize the large delay associated
with accessing the hard disk, one chooses B to be large, which somewhat limits the
range of applicability of this algorithm. We present a new randomized algorithm that
essentially performs the same amount of IO for all N¡S2. Our new sampling method
allows to achieve this even in a deterministic way (the precise results are given in
Theorems 7 and 8).
1.3. Contents
We start with preliminaries. Then we consider the presented basic sorting algorithm
in more detail, giving basic deterministic and randomized variants and re0nements
thereof. Our main deterministic sorting algorithm is presented in Section 5 et seq.
Finally, in Section 7 we consider application of our strategy for deterministic sorting
in external memory.
2. Preliminaries
Model of computation. A d-dimensional mesh consists of N = nd processing units,
PUs laid out in a d-dimensional grid of side length n. Every PU is connected to each
of its (at most) 2 · d immediate neighbors by a bidirectional communication link. We
assume that in a single step of the computation, a PU can perform an unbounded
amount of internal computation, and exchange a bounded amount of data with each
of its neighbors. This basic amount is called a packet and consists of some data plus
the information for routing it to its destination. In some papers this model is called
“MIMD” model.
Indexing schemes. We only consider two-dimensional meshes, the de0nitions for
higher dimensional meshes are analogous. Let Pi; j be the PU located in row i and
column j. Here position (0; 0) lies in the upper left corner of the mesh. [x; y] denotes
the set {x; x + 1; : : : ; y}.
The index of a PU is determined by an indexing scheme, a bijection I : [0; n −
1]2→ [0; n2−1]. For a given indexing, Pi denotes the PU with index i. If, for example,
the PUs are numbered in row-major order, then Pi; j has index i ·n+ j. In a k–k sorting
problem, the packet of rank i has to be moved to the PU with index i=k. Throughout
this paper we assume some blocked indexing scheme. That is, the mesh is regularly
divided into m×m submeshes for some m, and the PUs in the submesh with index j,
06j¡n2=m2, have indices in [ j ·m2; ( j+ 1) ·m2 − 1]. We assume that the submeshes
are indexed such that block j is adjacent to block j + 1 for all 06j¡n2=m2 − 1.
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Fig. 1. A blocked ‘snake-like’ indexing for a 9× 9 mesh. The blocks have size 3× 3. Within the blocks
the PUs are indexed in row-major order.
Fig. 2. The semi-layered order for 3–3 sorting on a 4× 4 mesh: each PU has three slots. For example, the
PU at position (0; 0), has slots for the packets with ranks 0; 4 and 8.
An example is given in Fig. 1 . Such a blocked indexing is particularly suited for
sorting algorithms like BASIC-SORT (but more general indexings can be used as well, as
was shown in [23]).
Sometimes the packets are sorted in semi-layered order. This means that the packet
with rank r, 06r¡k ·n2, stands in memory position r=nmod k of Pr=(k·n);r mod n: the
indexing obtained when perceiving the n× n mesh with k memory positions per PU
as a k · n× n mesh with row-major indexing. See Fig. 2.
Cherno8 bounds. We use Cherno8 bounds [5] to bound the tail probabilities of
binomial distributions. Let X be the random variable denoting the number of heads
in n independent Lips of a biased coin, where the probability of a head in each coin
Lip is p. Thus, X has binomial distribution B(n; p). Then for all 0¡h¡n ·p, we
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have [10]
Pr{X ¿ n · p+ h}6 e−h2=(3·n·p);
Pr{X 6 n · p− h}6 e−h2=(2·n·p):
An event A happens with high probability if Pr(A)¿1− n−, for some ¿0. All our
results for randomized algorithms hold with high probability. From the above bounds
it follows that
Lemma 1. Let X0; : : : ; Xt−1 be random variables with t= poly(n) and Xi =B(n; p) for
06i¡t. Then |Xi − p ·n |=O((p ·n · log n)1=2) for all 06i¡t, with high probability.
Randomizations. We consider the operation of sending all packets to random desti-
nations:
Denition 1. A k-randomization is a distribution of packets in which initially every
PU holds at most k packets, that have to be routed to randomly chosen destinations.
Using Lemma 1, it is easy to show that
Lemma 2 (Kaufmann et al. [13]). On d-dimensional meshes, if k¿4 ·d, then k-
randomizations can be routed in k ·n=4 + O((k ·n · log n)1=2) steps, with high prob-
ability.
Proof. Consider a two-dimensional mesh. An essential idea is to ‘color’ half of the
packets white and the other half black. The white packets are 0rst routed along the
rows to their destination columns, and then along the columns to their destinations.
The black packets go ‘column-0rst’. If several packets compete for the use of the
same connection, then the packet which has to go farthest gets priority (farthest-0rst
strategy). For more details we refer to [13].
Unshu<es. We formally de0ne the ‘handing-out operation’ under which the packets
are regularly redistributed over the whole mesh. This operation is the deterministic
counterpart of a randomization. See [15] for details.
Denition 2. Consider a processor network of N PUs and a division in blocks with M
PUs each. Suppose that every PU holds k packets. Consider the packet p in position i,
06i¡k, in PU j, 06j¡N=M , in block l, 06l¡M . Let r= r(l; j; i)= l ·N=M+k ·j+i.
Then, under the (N;M; k)-unshuOe, p has to be routed to block rmodM , and there to
PU r=Mmod (N=M), and in this PU to position r=N.
An unshuOe is a completely regular routing operation, under which from every
block the same number of packets has to go to every block. An example is given in
Fig. 3. On meshes, it can be easily 0gured out how to schedule the packets such that
two packets are never competing for the use of the same connection. This means that
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Fig. 3. A (16; 4; 2)-unshuOe on a two-dimensional mesh. The 32 packets are indicated by the value r
from De0nition 2. Here we assumed that the submeshes and the PUs within the submeshes are indexed in
row-major order.
no conLict-resolution strategy is required. If such a routing is hardware supported, it
might be much faster than a randomization. Using such a schedule the routing can be
performed without loosing a single step:
Lemma 3. On a d-dimensional mesh, if k¿4 ·d, and the number of packets in a
submesh is a multiple of the number of submeshes, then an unshu<e can be performed
in k ·n=4 steps.
3. Basic sample sort
We consider a randomized and a deterministic sample-sort algorithm of the type of
BASIC-SORT in Section 1. Both algorithms are well-known and only the essential points
are recalled. The number of packets to sort is N .
Denition 3. The inaccuracy of an algorithm of the type of BASIC-SORT, is the
maximum di8erence between the rank of a packet as estimated in Step 4, and its actual
rank.
3.1. Randomized sample sort
Each key is selected as splitter independently and uniformly with probability M=N ,
for some 06M6N . Choosing too few splitters means that the inaccuracy becomes
too large; choosing too many of them means that handling them and ranking the keys
among them becomes too expensive. Denote the resulting inaccuracy by inac(N;M).
Using elementary probability theory it can easily be estimated that any two consecutive
splitters lie at most O(log N ·N=M) apart, with high probability. Thus, using that the
exact ranks of the splitters are determined before the packets are compared with them
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to estimate their ranks,
inac(N;M) = O(log N · N=M) (1)
with high probability. We can take the number of splitters as large as the inaccuracy:
then the sorting operations in Steps 2 and 6 can be performed in submeshes of ap-
proximately the same size. The result is a well-balanced algorithm with minimal total
cost. Solving gives
MR1 = (N · log N )1=2:
For Step 5 of BASIC-SORT we can 0rst route all packets to random positions [25,13].
From there they are routed to their preliminary destinations. This second routing is
approximately the inverse of a randomization. Working out the details gives
Theorem 1 (Kaufmann and Sibeyn [14]). For randomized k–k sorting, for all k¿8 ·d,
TR1(k; d; n) = k · n=2 + O(k1−1=2·d · n1=2 · log1=2·d (k · nd)):
Proof. We must perform sorting and rearrangement operations in submeshes with side
lengths n′=((N · log N )1=2=k)1=d. These take k ·n′. Substituting N = k ·nd gives the the-
orem.
The notation MR1 and TR1 is used here to denote “a good choice for the value of
M in connection with using the 0rst randomized algorithm and the resulting value for
T ”. Analogous notation will later be used for an improved randomized algorithm, MR2
and TR2 and two deterministic algorithms, MD1, TD1, MD2 and TD2.
The algorithm in [14] is slightly di8erent. There the ranks of the packets are esti-
mated before the global ranks of the splitters are determined. In this way the routing
and the other operations can be maximally overlapped, and there is no additional term
O(n) already for k¿4 ·d. The price is that much more splitters must be selected to
assure a suBcient accuracy.
3.2. Deterministic sample sort
Instead of selecting approximately M splitters randomly, we can also sort the packets
that stand in submeshes holding M ′ packets each, and selecting from these packets those
with ranks i ·N=M , for 06i¡M ′ ·M=N . In order to balance the costs of the various
routing and sorting operations it is best to choose M ′=M . By comparison with the
splitters the rank of a packet among the packets from a submesh can be determined
up to N=M positions. There are N=M submeshes, so
inac(N;M) = (N=M)2: (2)
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Again we should have that the inaccuracy equals the number of splitters, and thus we
should take
MD1 = N 2=3:
This idea is the basis of [15,16], and was already present in [17,22].
In a deterministic algorithm, the routing in Step 5 of BASIC-SORT can be achieved by
performing two suitable unshuOes. This yields
Theorem 2 (Sibeyn [23]). For deterministic k–k sorting, for all k¿4 ·d,
TD1(k; d; n) = k · n=2 + O(k1−1=3·d · n2=3):
TD1¿TR1, but the routing operations are simpler: they are perfectly regular o8-line
operations and the packets can be scheduled in such a way that no contentions for
connections arise.
4. Subsplitter selection
There is a method to reduce the number of splitters considerably. It can be used to
reduce the amount of work in PRAM algorithms, and also in network algorithms it
is advantageous. Probably this method has been applied for the 0rst time by Reif and
Valiant in [20].
4.1. Selection method
Suppose that we have selected M splitters randomly, as we did in Section 3.1. The
resulting inaccuracy is expressed in (1). Now consider the following procedure to select
the splitters:
Algorithm. SUBSPLITTERS
1. Select each packet as splitter with probability M=N .
2. Sort all splitters.
3. Select the elements with ranks i · log N , for all 16i6M= log N as subsplitters.
Let M ′=M= log N be the number of subsplitters. They are almost optimal:
Lemma 4. With the computed set of subsplitters,
inac(N;M ′) = O(N=M ′):
Proof. With help of the Cherno8 bounds we bound the maximum number of pack-
ets that lie between any pair of consecutive subsplitters. Consider an arbitrary subset
of  · log N ·N=M , which are consecutive in the sorted order. The expected number
of selected splitters from among them is  · log N . For suBciently large  at least
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log N of them are actually selected. Hence there are no intervals of length larger than
2 · · log N ·N=M =O(N=M ′) without selected subsplitters.
4.2. Application for meshes
Subsplitter selection has been used for sorting on meshes by Hightower et al. [11].
The idea was also present in [13], but there it was not applied in a very pro0table
way. It is important to perform the sorting in Step 2 of SUBSPLITTERS on the whole
mesh such that all PUs hold on the average only M=nd splitters during the sorting.
We consider some details of an implementation on two-dimensional n× n meshes:
Algorithm. RANDSORT
1. SUBSPLITTERS is performed on the whole mesh. The number of selected subsplitters
is M ′=M= log N .
2. The subsplitters are broadcast to all n′× n′ submeshes, with n′=(M ′=k)1=2.
3. Perform Step 2–6 of BASIC-SORT. The operations in Step 6 are performed in n′′× n′′
submeshes, with n′′=O((N=(k ·M ′))1=2).
Theorem 3. For M =N 1=2 · log N and k¿26, RANDSORT performs k–k sorting on two-
dimensional meshes in
TR2(k; n) = k · n=2 + O((k · n)1=2 · (k1=4 + log1=2 (k · n))):
Proof. Next to the routing in Step 5 of BASIC-SORT, there are three operations that may
determine the costs: sorting the M splitters, sorting in n′× n′ submeshes, and sorting
in n′′× n′′ submeshes.
Sorting M numbers can be performed in O(M=n) steps. Sorting in n′× n′ meshes
takes O((k ·M= log N )) steps, and sorting in n′′× n′′ meshes takes O((k ·N · log N=M))
steps. Substitute M =N 1=2 · log N , and N = k ·n2.
The constant 26 is determined as follows: in order not to get an additional term
O(n) for small k, the 0rst phase of the routing in Step 5 of BASIC-SORT (randomizing
the packets), must be overlapped with Step 1–3. The randomization takes k ·n=4 +
O((k ·n · log (k ·n))1=2). For small k, Steps 1–3 take 412 ·n+ 2 ·n+ 2 ·n steps together.
Many details remain to be spelled out before RANDSORT can actually be used, but
there are no fundamental problems.
5. Better deterministic splitter selection
The improved randomized algorithm RANDSORT of Section 4.2 leaves little to
desire: it is fairly simple, and the additional term is almost as small as we could hope
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for. 1 On the other hand, the deterministic algorithm of Section 3.2 gives a much larger
additional term, reducing its practicality to very large k and n. In this section we present
a re0ned deterministic splitter selection method. In Section 6 we show how it can be
applied in a deterministic algorithm with performance comparable to RANDSORT.
We reconsider the selection of the splitters. Suppose that we are given a large set S
of packets with keys. #S=N . Without loss of generality, we assume that all keys are
di8erent. 2 We want to select a very good splitter set of some size M . The optimum
would be that the splitters regularly subdivide S. That is, by comparison with the
splitters we could estimate the rank of a packet accurate up to N=M . Computing such
a splitter set appears to require almost as much time as sorting. Nevertheless, we can
come close to this in much less time. Similar methods were used before in [6,2,4] (see
Section 1.2 for a short discussion)
5.1. Selection method
First we give a high-level description of the algorithm without considering details of
the network. The rank of a packet p is the number of packets that are smaller than p.
S is divided in N=M subsets of size M each. Suppose that N=M =yx, for some y and
x. Thus,
x = log (N=M)= log y: (3)
The subsets are sorted. Then, the following procedure is repeated x times:
Algorithm. REDUCE
1. Merge y subsets together.
2. Only retain elements p with ranks rp= j ·y, for all 06j¡M .
The M packets that 0nally come out of this process are called the splitters. REDUCE
is an almost trivial operation which can be performed eBciently on networks (see
Section 6 for an example on meshes with y=4).
5.2. Analysis
We prove that the estimates for the ranks of the packets gradually become less
accurate, but not too much:
1 Sorting with an algorithm of the type of BASIC-SORT takes at least k ·n=2 +  (k3=4 ·n1=2). We give a
sketch of a proof. k ·n=2 are needed for the routing. If M (sub-) splitters are selected, then they somehow
must be compared with the packets. This is at least as expensive as sorting all subsets of M elements. The
resulting inaccuracy is at least N=M . This implies that 0nally we still have to sort subsets of size N=M . The
costs are minimal for M =
√
N , in that case the additional operations take !(k · (√N=k)1=2) =!(k3=4 ·n1=2).
2 Each PU Pi can attach to the packet in its memory position j the unique identi0er k · i+j. The identi0ers
can be used as secondary sorting criterion.
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Lemma 5. Let 06t6x, denote the number of so far performed iterations of REDUCE.
Consider a packet p, which has rank rp; t in its actual subset S˜p; t of M elements. Let
Rp; t denote the rank of p in the original subset Sp; t of yt ·M elements that has been
reduced to S˜p; t . Then
rp;t · yt − t · (yt − yt−1)6 Rp;t 6 rp;t · yt: (4)
Proof. We must determine the bounds between which Rp; t may lie. Let Rˆp; t be the
maximum possible rank in Sp; t for a packet with rank rp; t in S˜p; t . De0ne the minimal
possible rank XRp; t analogously. The proof will be by induction, the basis of which is
given by
rp;0 = Rp;0: (5)
Let p1; p2; : : : ; py be the numbers such that in the y sets that are merged and reduced
into S˜p; t+1, p=p1 in one of the sets, and p lies just below the pj in the other sets.
Then
y · rp;t+1 = rp1 ;t + rp2 ;t + · · ·+ rpy;t : (6)
(6) holds because in the set
⋃y
j= 1 S˜pj; t , p has rank y ·rp; t+1 by the construction in
REDUCE. On the other hand, p has rank
∑y
j=1 rpj; t , by de0nition of the pj. The proof
is further based on the following two equalities:
Rˆp;t+1 = Rˆp1 ;t + Rˆp2 ;t + · · ·+ Rˆpy;t ; (7)
XRp;t+1 = XRp1 ;t + XRp′2 ;t + · · ·+ XRp′y;t + y − 1: (8)
Here p′j denotes the element in S˜pj; t that stands just before pj. (7) holds because in
any of the subsets p may have a rank as large as the pj. Analogously, except for p′1,
p may have a rank that is as small as the rank of p′j plus one.
Combining (5)–(7) gives
Rˆp;t = yt · rp;t :
Let #t = Rˆp; t − XRp; t . From the construction, (8) and (6), it follows that
#t+1 = y · #t + (y − 1) · (yt − 1)
6 y · (#t + yt − yt−1):
Together with #0 = 0, this gives
#t 6 t · (yt − yt−1):
From this we obtain an estimate on the quality of the selected splitters.
Theorem 4.
inac(N;M) ¡ (log (N=M)= log y + 1) · N=M:
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Proof. An arbitrary packet p, lying between two consecutive splitters p1 and p2,
knows that its rank lies between XRp1 ; x and Rˆp2 ; x. Now, the result follows from Lemma 5,
because rp1 ; x = rp2 ; x − 1.
If y is a constant, then the optimum is reached for
M = !((N · logN )1=2):
For this M , the inaccuracy is of the same order as the number of elements on which
the merge operations are performed. Comparing with (1), we see that the splitters are
at least as good as randomly selected ones.
5.3. Re@nement
In the spirit of Section 4, it may be pro0table to reduce the number of selected split-
ters further without substantially impairing the accuracy of the estimated ranks. This
may have a positive e8ect on the cost of handling them, once they are
selected.
In view of the inaccuracy given in Theorem 4, the number of splitters can be reduced
by a factor O(log (N=M)).
z = log (N=M)
is a reasonable choice:
Theorem 5.
inac(N;M=z) ¡ 2 · log (N=M) · N=M:
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.
We summarize the splitter-selection procedure:
Proc. SELECT
1. Sort subsets of M packets;
2. for i := 1 to x do
apply REDUCE;
3. only retain elements with ranks
j ·z for all 06j¡M=z.
The selection method of SELECT is general and by no means limited to meshes.
Whenever one considers a sample-sort algorithm, one can either select the sample
randomly or with SELECT. The latter choice will take some extra time, but is more
structured, and for the resulting sample there is a worst-case guarantee on the
estimates.
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6. Sorting on 2D meshes
We consider in detail a k–k sorting algorithm of the type of BASIC-SORT for two-
dimensional n× n meshes. N = k ·n2. We apply REDUCE for the splitter selection. We
take y=4, and use a merge operations from [23].
6.1. Rank estimation
We present an algorithm to eBciently obtain an estimate of the ranks of the pack-
ets. For convenience we assume that all occurring numbers divide each other nicely,
particularly we assume that M , the number of selected splitters, is a power of four.
After the detailed exposition, we informally describe the function of each step.
Algorithm. ESTIMATE
1. m :=max{1;√M=k}. Sort the packets in all m×m submeshes. Copy all packets to
splitters. If m=1, then only retain the splitters with ranks i ·k=M , for 16i6M .
2. Repeat the following operation for i := 0 to log (n=m)− 1 as long as M=(4i ·m2)¿4:
merge four 2i ·m× 2i ·m submeshes, and retain only the splitters with ranks 4 ·j, for
16j6M . After iteration i every PU should hold exactly M=(4i+1 ·m2) splitters.
3. Sort the remaining splitters in the whole mesh and retain the splitters with ranks
j ·N=M , for 16j6M .
z := log (N=M), M ′ :=M=z. m′= max{1;√M ′=k}. Only retain the splitters with
ranks j ·z, for 06j¡M ′.
4. Broadcast the splitters to all m′×m′ submeshes Bi, 06i¡M ′=N .
5. In every Bi, 06i ¡ M ′=N , for every splitter pj, 06j¡M ′, determine the number
i; j =#{packets q in Bi |pj¡q6pj+1}. Place this number in PU  j=k of Bi. Discard
the splitters.
6. Add the numbers i; j together such that afterwards the numbers ai; j=
∑
l¡i l; j and
Aj=
∑M ′=N−1
i=0 i; j stand in PU  j=k of Bi for all i and j.
7. In every Bi, 06i¡M ′=N , for every packet q, with pj¡q6pj+1 and with rank r
among the packets counting for i; j, determine its preliminary rank as
∑
l¡j Al +
ai; j + r.
In Step 1, the size of the initial submeshes is determined. Afterwards, the number
of splitters in every submesh is exactly M . Step 2 corresponds to REDUCE. In every
iteration the number of splitters in every PU is halved and eventually may become
one. In that case the selection of the splitters is completed in Step 3. The number of
splitters is reduced by a factor z in order to reduce the further costs to handle them.
In Steps 4–6, the global ranks of the splitters are computed and made available in all
m′×m′ submeshes. Hereafter, in Step 7, the ranks of the packets can be estimated by
local comparisons. All together, ESTIMATE corresponds to Steps 1–4 of BASIC-SORT. Here,
contrary to BASIC-SORT, the splitters are discarded at an early stage.
How many (routing) steps does ESTIMATE take? We need to make an assumption
about the sorting in submeshes. We use a slightly simpli0ed estimate:
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Lemma 6 (Sibeyn [23]). For all n, k¿4, k–k sorting on an n× n mesh can be per-
formed in 2 ·k ·n steps. 1–1 sorting can be performed in 412 ·n steps.
Step 1 is a k–k sorting in m×m meshes:
Lemma 7. Step 1 takes 2 ·√k ·M steps.
Step 2 corresponds to KKMERGE from [23]. The packets are kept in semi-layered order
at all times. This facilitates the merging. During a certain stage of the merging and
pruning, let n′=2 be the size of the submeshes, and k ′ the number of packets hold by
every PU. Then we perform
Algorithm. KKMERGE
1. Pi; j, 06i; j ¡ n′, sends its packet with rank r, 06r¡k ′, to Pi; ( j+n′=2) mod n′ if
odd(k ′ · i + r + j).
2. In all columns, sort the packets.
3. In every Pi; j, 0¡i6n′−1, 06j6n′−1, copy the smallest packet to Pi−1; j. In every
Pi; j, 06i¡n′ − 1, 06j6n′ − 1, copy the largest packet to Pi+1; j.
4. Sort the rows from left to right or vice versa depending on the position of this
n′× n′ submesh in the next merge.
5. In every row, throw away the n′ packets with the smallest and the n′ packets with
the largest indices. From the remaining packets only retain those whose ranks is a
multiple of four. Route the packets such that they come to stand in semi-layered
order.
For the correctness of KKMERGE it is important that, by the semi-layered indexing, our
merging corresponds to a 1–1 merge on a k ′ ·n′× n′ mesh. It is not hard to estimate
that KKMERGE essentially takes 98 ·k ′ ·n′ steps. A reduction can be achieved by combining
the routing of Step 5 of iteration i and Step 1 of iteration i + 1. Further details are
given in [23].
Lemma 8. Step 2 of ESTIMATE can be performed in 412 ·
√
k ·M steps.
Proof. In every iteration, n′ becomes twice as large, and k ′ is divided by four. So, all
iterations together take twice as many steps as the 0rst iteration. For the 0rst iteration,
n′=2 ·m=2 ·√M=k, and k ′= k.
Step 3 is at worst a 1–1 sorting in the whole mesh:
Lemma 9. Step 3 takes at most 412 ·n steps.
Broadcasting can be performed eBciently:
Lemma 10. Step 4 requires at most 3=4 ·√k ·M ′ + 2 ·n steps.
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Proof. The splitters are 0rst concentrated in each quadrant, then in each subquadrant,
and so on. In the very last compression, we have four m×m submeshes. In each there
are M=4 splitters, k=4 splitters per PU. The splitters from each submesh are 0rst copied
to the two adjacent submeshes. This takes k ·m=4 steps. Then each submesh copies half
of the packets it just received from an adjacent submesh to the other adjacent submesh
(in such a way that every submeshes receives everything). This takes k ·m=8 steps. The
complete operation takes twice as long. If M¡n2, then 0rst some routing has to be
performed.
In Step 5 one should exploit that the packets in the submeshes and the splitters were
already sorted before:
Lemma 11. Step 5 requires at most 212 ·
√
k ·M ′ steps.
Proof. Step 5 can be performed by 0rst merging the packets and the splitters in every
submesh. This can be achieved in 2 ·√k ·M steps. Then the splitters can easily detect
their predecessors. Finally, the computed numbers i; j have to be routed within the
submeshes. By their special arrangement this only means spreading them out.
Step 6 is a multiple parallel pre0x operation:
Lemma 12. Step 6 requires at most
√
k ·M ′ + 2 ·n steps.
Proof. It can be organized by 0rst adding along rows and then along columns. A factor
two is gained if half of the packets work orthogonally at all times.
Step 7 is similar to Step 5:
Lemma 13. Step 7 requires at most 212 ·
√
k ·M ′ steps.
We summarize the e8ects of ESTIMATE:
Lemma 14. ESTIMATE runs in 612 ·
√
k ·M + 634 ·
√
k ·M ′ + O(n) steps. Afterwards the
preliminary ranks satisfy the following properties:
1. Every packet q has a unique preliminary rank rq.
2. For any splitter p and packets q1; q2, q1¡p6q2 implies rq1¡rq2 .
Proof. Summing over all steps gives the time consumption. The properties are estab-
lished in Step 7.
The uniqueness of the preliminary ranks assures that the subsequent routing of the
packets to their preliminary destinations is a perfect k–k routing. The second property
means that after this routing all packets which lie between any two splitters stand
in PUs with consecutive indices. One might think that the properties are more than
needed and mean a waste of routing steps. However, the global ranks of the splitters
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have to be determined anyway, and at some time the packets must 0nd out their
precise positions by one more comparison with them. So, on the contrary: determining
the precise positions of the packets as early as possible helps reducing the overall
routing time.
6.2. Completing the sorting
ESTIMATE correspond to Step 1 and 2 of BASIC-SORT. It remains to route the packets
to the PUs corresponding to their preliminary ranks and to sort the subsets of packets
that fall between two splitters.
For the sorting we use a blocked-indexing scheme. The blocks have size b× b, with
b = (log (N=M) · N=(k ·M))1=2:
By Theorem 5 this means that the packets stand either in their destination block, or in
the preceding or succeeding block. Thus, the sorting can be completed as follows:
Algorithm. COMPLETE
1. Sort the packets in all b× b blocks.
2. Merge the packets in all pairs of blocks (Bi; Bi+1), with i even.
3. Merge the packets in all pairs of blocks (Bi; Bi+1), with i odd.
Lemma 15. COMPLETE completes the sorting in 5 ·(k · log (N=M) ·N=M)1=2 steps.
Proof. Step 1 takes 2 ·k ·b steps. Step 2 and 3 can be performed in 3=2 ·k ·b steps
each.
There remains one point to settle: how do we route the packets to their preliminary
destinations? A problem is that deterministically there is no routing algorithm which is
substantially faster than a sorting algorithm. Randomizedly we can apply the algorithm
from [13]. We might even assume that the input is more or less random. In that case
we could apply an easy greedy-routing strategy (see [18] for an analysis of a special
case). We leave this issue open. The optimal choice should be made depending on the
application and the values of k and n. Denote the time consumption for k–k routing
by Troute(k; n). Adding all together yields
Lemma 16. For k–k sorting on n× n meshes with M  N 1=2,
TD2(k; n)¡Troute(k; n) + O(n)
+ (6:5 + 17:1= log1=2 N ) ·
√
k ·M
+3:6 · (k · log N · N=M)1=2:
For the values of N we consider, with log N  20, a good choice for M is
M = (log N · N )1=2=4: (9)
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Theorem 6. The sorting algorithm based on ESTIMATE and COMPLETE, with M as in (9),
yields
TD2(k; n) ¡ Troute(k; n) + O(n) + 27 · k3=4 · n1=2:
Proof. Substitute the value of M and N = k ·n2, and estimate log N¡24.
The result of Theorem 6 shows an additional term of the same order of magnitude as
we 0nd in the result of Theorem 3. However, the constant 27 looks rather disappoint-
ing. Still we must be aware that only a small part of this, the 6:5 ·√k ·M¡4 ·k3=4 ·n1=2
required by Step 1 and 2 of ESTIMATE, is due to the deterministic selection. A ran-
domized algorithm might save this, but might need more later-on because of a larger
inaccuracy.
7. External-memory sorting
In [24] we give some possible applications of the re0ned deterministic splitter se-
lection for sorting on RAMs, PRAMs and hypercubes. Here we only consider how the
deterministic selection of Section 5 can be used in an external-memory algorithm.
External-memory computation. In external-memory computation, one considers pro-
blems that are so large that they do not 0t into the internal RAM memory. As accessing
secondary storage is much more expensive than internal storage, the time of such
algorithms is mostly dominated by the time to page data into and out of the memory.
Therefore, it is reasonable to consider as only cost measure the total amount of data
that have to be brought into the main memory. This amount we call the paging volume.
The most important problem parameters are:
• N , the input size, in our case N denotes the number of keys to be sorted.
• S, the memory size (mostly M is used, but M already denotes the sample size).
• B, the block size.
External memory is organized in pages of quite considerable size (typically between
4 and 16 KB), and accessing one byte on a page in external memory, is as expensive
as accessing all of them. Therefore the performance of an external-memory algorithm
essentially depends on a structured access pattern (spatial locality).
External-memory sorting. Sorting in external memory has been analyzed in [1].
There it is shown that sorting requires a paging volume of  (N · logS N ). In the cur-
rent and future practice, however, this bound is almost void, as we may assume that
S¿N 1=2. (With M¿106, and with external memory being less than 100 times as ex-
pensive as RAM memory, a system that does not satisfy this condition is extremely
unbalanced from a price-technical point of view.)
The standard way of sorting in external memory, is to divide the input in subsets
Bi, 06i¡N=S, of size S which are all sorted. Then a multiway merge is applied on
these sorted subsets. During the merging, the current headers of N=S subsets must be
kept in memory, which implies that we must have
N=S · B ¡ S: (10)
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Thus, the largest N for which this algorithm can be applied without excessive paging
is N = S2=B. The paging volume is 2 ·N .
Randomized sample-sort. The multiway-merge algorithm is rather simple and eB-
cient, and the condition in (10) is not too bad, but in all respects we can do better
with a sample-sort algorithm. We have not encountered this approach in the literature
before.
The algorithm also starts by sorting the Bi. During or after this sorting a random
sample of size 3 ·N=S − 1 is selected. This sample is sorted. The splitter with rank j,
0¡j¡2 ·N=S, is denoted sj. Sentinels s0=−∞ and s2 ·N=S =∞ are added. Then, we
perform
for j=0 to 3 ·N=S − 1 do
for i =0 to N=S do
Load into memory the numbers x in Bi with sj¡x6sj+1.
Merge the loaded subsequences and write the numbers away in sorted order.
This algorithm does not need a data structure for eBciently 0nding the minimum of N=S
elements, because now we may apply a pairwise merging without loss of eBciency.
No longer we must keep one page for each head of N=S subsets in memory. Now
we only should have that the total number of elements between any two consecutive
sj is at most S. As the expected number is only S=3, this will be granted with high
probability by the Cherno8 bounds if S is a suBciently large number. For the paging
volume we get
Theorem 7. If N=S¡S, then the paging volume of the randomized sample-sort algo-
rithm is at most 2 ·N + 3 ·B ·(N=S)2. If N=S ·B¡S=2, then the paging volume of the
randomized sample-sort algorithm is at most 2 ·N .
Proof. In principle all data are paged-in twice. However, if the memory is small,
then there may occur quite considerable “rounding errors”: During every iteration of
the loop running over j, one consecutive piece from each of the Bi is paged-in. The
paging volume may be almost B larger than necessary, if this piece just stretches
over a page boundary. In total this may induce an additional paging volume of up
to 3 ·B ·(N=S)2.
Notice that if no N=S pages can be hold in memory at the same time, that then
the subsets of the Bi that are paged-in must be written compactly in an additional
array. Subsequently this array should be sorted. As most pagers perform the least-
recently-used strategy, something must be done to prevent that this array disappears
prematurely from memory. A possibility is to regularly access the 0rst number of every
page.
On the other hand, if the memory is large enough, then the data that stand in
the remainder of a page are still in memory during the next iteration, and do not need
to be paged-in twice. As the number of keys that stand between two splitters can be
bounded to S=2, with high probability, a suBcient condition for this to happen, is
N=S ·B¡S=2.
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So, we see that the sample-sort algorithm is more Lexible than the multiway merge:
under a condition that is satis0ed on all reasonable systems, it performs good, and
under a condition that is satis0ed on most systems it performs optimal.
Deterministic sample-sort. Practically the randomized algorithm will perform ex-
cellently, but, for theoretical reasons and in order to be able to give performance
guarantees, one might prefer a deterministic algorithm. Without the re0ned sampling
technique of Section 5, it might have been hard to construct the necessary high-quality
sample without additional paging. Now this is quite easy.
Take M =6 ·N=S · log S and perform the merging and reduction strategy of Section 5.
Then the inaccuracy of the resulting splitters is N=M ·(log (N=M)+1)¡S=6. This implies
that there are certainly not more than S=2 keys between any two splitters. Except for
the cost of the splitter selection, this immediately leads to an analogue of Theorem 7.
We still must consider whether the selection can be performed without additional
paging. The best is when the subsets Bi of size N=M = S=(6 · log S) are paged-in starting
with the lowest numbered ones and ending with the highest numbered ones. First B0
and B1 are merged. The result is kept in memory, while B2 and B3 are merged. Then
the two resulting sets are merged, and so on. In this way, at most log (N=M)  log S
subsets must be kept in memory at the same time.
Theorem 8. If 6 ·c ·N=S log S¡S, for some c¿2, then the paging volume of the de-
terministic sample-sort algorithm is at most (2 + 1=2c−2) ·N + 6 ·B · log S ·(N=S)2. If
N=S ·B¡S=2, then the paging volume of the randomized sample-sort algorithm is at
most 2 ·N .
Proof. Under the 0rst condition, c − 1 subsets of size M can be kept in memory.
This is suBcient for performing the lowest c− 1 levels of the selection internally. The
highest levels involve an additional paging volume of N=2c−1 + N=2c + ·s :
This result is stronger then the one obtained with multiway merge for all N so that
S2=B¡N¡6 · log S ·S2. For typical values of B=2000 and log S =25, this is a quite
considerable range.
8. Conclusion
We proposed an improved deterministic splitter-selection method. This method leads
to algorithms that are almost competitive with their randomized counterparts and which
outperform existing deterministic algorithms.
One application is in external sorting on a sequential computer. Another application
is sorting on interconnection networks. These applications are fundamentally di8erent:
on interconnection networks, the sample is used to determine the approximate rank
of a packet. In external-memory sorting, the sample is only used to divide the input
in buckets of approximately the same size. In principle, the former imposes much
stronger conditions on the sample than the latter. A randomized algorithm can fully
exploit this fact. It remains an open problem whether this is possible to the same extent
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for a deterministic algorithm: even our improved sampling cannot exclude that the gaps
between successive splitters are large.
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